Ahtract -A generaliied bilateral finline with mounting groove5 and finite conductor thickness is analyzed by a full-wave mode-matching method. The final nonstandard eigenvalue equation is derived from the unknown coefficients in the slot regions to reduce the sue of the matrix equation. The convergence studies of the mode-matching method are first performed for the fundamental mode of a symmetric bilateral finline. Both the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance based on the power-voltage definition are analyzed and compared to the existing data. Excellent agreement between various data is obtained and the effects of metallization thickness and mounting grooves are discussed. The accurate result5 for the fundamental mode obtained by the mode-matching method with comiderations of both relative and absolute convergences apply equally well to the analyses of the complex modes of the finline. The field matching plotc at the dot-dielectric (air) interface of the finline also confirm that the converged solutions for the complex modes have superior field matchings over the nonconverged ones. The dispersion characteristics of the fundamental, higher order, evanescent, and complex modes are presented for an asymmetric bilateral finline. The effects of mounting grooves and metallization thickness on the complex mode propagation constants are investigated and discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION INCE THE introduction of the finline in 1972
, it S has become an important class of transmission lines in millimeter-wave integrated circuits. To accurately characterize the electrical behavior of the various types of discontinuities which are frequently encountered in almost all the practical finline integrated circuits, many rigorous analytical techniques have been developed, e.g. the spectraldomain analysis by Zhang and Itoh [2] , the transverse resonance technique by Sorrentino and Itoh [3] , and the generalized scattering matrix (GSM) technique by a number of authors [4]- [6] . The authors in [2]-[6] dealt with the ideal finlines with infinitely thin metallizations or without mounting grooves. The influences of metallization thickness and mounting grooves can be pronounced at higher millimeter-wave frequencies [7] . The only analytical method reported to solve the generalized finline structure shown in Manuscript received March 31, 1989 : revised July 10, 1989 . This work was supported in part by the National Science Council, Taiwan, R O.C., under Grant NSC 78-0404-E009-16.
The authors are with the Institute of Communication Engineering, National Chao Tung University, Hsinchu, Taiwan, R.O.C. IEEE Log Number 8930814. tions of the convergence properties of the propagation constants and characteristic impedance of the finline have been reported using the generalized transverse resonance method. In this paper, the generalized finline configuration is analyzed by the conventional mode-matching method. The formulation varies the numbers of eigenfunction expansion terms from one region to another, when necessary. It makes it possible to investigate the relative and absolute convergence properties of the electromagnetic field solutions analyzed by the mode-matching method Ill]. Many test cases are performed for both relative and absolute convergence studies and the optimal choice of ratios corresponding to the numbers of expansion terms in different regions is determined in a systematic way. By adopting the optimal choice of ratios, best field matchngs along the interfaces between any two adjacent regions of the finline can be achieved. The optimal choice of ratios results in fast convergence for both the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance. If the optimal choice of ratios is violated, very poor field matchings will be obtained, and both the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance exhibit either slow or unpredictable convergence behavior. In certain cases they converge to wrong values. The effect of the relative convergence on the value of the characteristic impedance is found to be relatively significant compared to that on the propagation constant. Once the relative convergence study is completed, the absolute convergence study is initiated to obtain the minimal number of total expansion terms to save computer CPU time.
In addition, the existence of the complex modes in the generalized finlines has not been reported yet. Many reports have shown that neglecting the existing complex modes will cause substantial errors in waveguide step discontinuity problems [4] , [12] , [13] . As a direct result of the convergence studies, the solutions of the complex modes of the generalized finline can be sufficiently accurate for later analyses of the finline discontinuity problems. The effects of the metallization thickness and the finline mounting grooves on the guiding properties are fully investigated for the fundamental and the complex modes. For the fundamental mode, the theoretical values of propagation constant and characteristic impedance are checked against the existing data in [lo] and [14] . Close results are obtained, and the differences are discussed [15] . Excellent agreement is obtained between the present paper and the results in [15] , which analyzed the effect of the finite metallization thickness on the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance of a bilateral finline. Since the accuracy of the present approach is established, the effects of metallization thickness and mounting grooves on the complex modes are reported with confidence.
Finally, the fundamental, higher order, evanescent, and complex modes for a specific asymmetric bilateral finline are presented and the electric and magnetic field patterns of one of the complex modes plotted. This information serves as a prerequisite for finline discontinuity problems analyzed by the generalized scattering matrix technique.
METHOD OF ANALYSIS: MODE-MAT CHI^ G METHOD

A. Formulation
The generalized finline shown in Fig. 1 , wilh each region arbitrarily extending in both the x and the v direction, is analyzed. Assuming the factor e/"*-yz, where y = (Y + jp, the full-wave hybrid TE-to-z and TM-to-z fields in each region i ( i =1,2,3,4,5) are derived from the Hertzian potentials @ and 9:
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Here fsiJ)( y ) and fc!J)( y ) are the y-directional eigenfunctions. i.e.,
In addition,
a, , , , = Kronecker delta, and NI is the number of eigenfunctions expansion terms in region j .
The boundary conditions need to be satisfied at the interfaces along x = h,, ( h , + t,), ( h , + t, + d ) , and ( h , + t , + d + t 2 ) , respectively. A particular example of them can be expressed as (4)
Equations (2a)- (2c) 
B. Characteristic Impedance
Applying the power-voltage definition, the characteristic impedance of the dominant mode of the finline is obtained by the expression converge to different asymptotic values. Line (5) illustrates the best convergence among all the test conditions since only five eigenfunction expansion terms (corresponding to N3 equal to 42 in Fig. 2 and a matrix size of 44 by 44) in each slot region result in solutions that deviate by less than 0 2 percent from the converged ones. The above-mentioned observation is attributed to the relative convergence phenomenon thoroughly discussed in [ll] and [17] . The relative convergence phenomenon can be clearly observed from the E,, aperture field matching at x = h,+ t,, i.e., the interface between slot region 2 and groove region 3. Similar aperture field plots can be performed at other slot-dielectric (or air) interfaces. Fig. 3 plots the E,, aperture field matching at x = h, or x = h, + t,. The results, from top to bottom of Fig. 3 , are associated with the test conditions represented by lines (l) , (2)-(4), and (5) of Fig. 2 , respectively. It is clear that the resultant fields calculated by meeting the relative convergence requirement have the best field matching, as shown on the bottom two plots of Fig. 3 .
Results illustrated by Figs. 2 and 3 confirm that the relative convergence criterion needs to be satisfied to obtain correct field solutions. Otherwise, the field solutions may not converge to correct values regardless of the size of the matrix [GI. Fig. 4 plots the complete frequency dispersion characteristics of the fundamental mode with the same structural parameters as used in Figs. 2 and 3 . Here three types of curves are generated for the propagation characteristics, namely, the SDA solutions [14] in circle symbols, solid lines for the mode-matching method satisfying relative convergence criteria, and dotted lines without satisfying the relative convergence criteria. Since the groove depth is one fifth of the half-waveguide height, it has a neghgible effect on the dispersion characteristics of the dominant mode [7] . The fact that the metallization thickness tends to lower the value of the characteristic impedance for the dominant mode of a bilateral or a unilateral finline has been reported in the literature [15]. Excellent agreement to the data reported in the literature [15, e.g. fig. 71 is obtained by the present approach. When comparing the results for the characteristic impedance, the solid line is indeed lower than that obtained by the SDA. The dotted line has the opposite effect, which indicates that the field solution is not accurate. Similar conclusion can be drawn for the propagation constant.
B. Relative and Absolute Convergence Studies for the Complex Modes
The procedure for the relative convergence studies performed in the previous section has been successfully ex- for the fundamental mode reported earlier.
C. Dispersion Characteristics of Fundamental, Higher Order, Evanescent, and Complex Modes in a Generalized Bilateral Finline with Mounting Grooues and Finite Metallization Thickness
The normalized propagation constants versus frequency for an asymmetric bilateral finline with mounting grooves and finite metallization thickness are presented in Fig. 6 .
Notice that the relative dielectric constant is 10, much lower than the value used in [19]. The complex modes exist in and outside the full W-band region (75-110 GHz). The third and fourth higher order modes have split into complex modes already.
The electric and magnetic field patterns [20] of a particular complex mode (corresponding to point P of Fig. 6) are plotted in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), respectively. The field distributions of this specific complex mode exhibit strong interactions with the sidewalls, in contrast to the fundamental mode, which has most of its electromagnetic energy confined near the slot regions. As expected, across the air-dielectric interface, the normal component of the electric field is stronger in the air region while the magnetic field lines are continuous and may form closed loops. The influences of the groove depth and of the metallization thickness of the finline on one of the complex modes are illustrated in Fig. 8(a) and (b) , respectively. The effects of the metallization thicknesses are seen to be greater than those of various groove depths. The groove depth and the metallization thickness have opposite effects on the complex modes. The former tends to shift the complex mode region to the lower frequency and the latter to the higher frequency. Similar results are observed for the symmetric unilateral finlines.
IV. CONCLUSION
Extensive studies of the convergence properties of the propagation characteristics for the generalized finline configuration indicate that the relative convergence criterion previously applied to a single waveguide step discontinuity problem can still hold for the particular finline structure with dual slots. The relative convergence criterion helps to reduce the matrix size required to obtain accurate electromagnetic field solutions based on the mode-matching method. If the relative convergence criterion is violated, the propagation constant may still converge, but the aperture field matching will be poor. Depending on whether the modal solution belongs to the fundamental mode or the complex modes, the eigenfunction expansion terms (or the matrix size) may vary to reach the same accuracy. The latter requires more expansion terms.
The relative convergence criterion will be extended to a finline configuration with more than two slots. The accuracy of the finline step discontinuity problem formulated by the generalized scattering matrix (GSM) approach depends on correct modal field solutions. Since GSM formulism incorporates dominant, higher order, evanescent, and complex modes, any inaccurate modal solutions on both sides of the discontinuity will contribute to the accumulative errors associated with the GSM formulism. Thus it is believed that the present approach will substantially improve the accuracy of modeling the discontinuity characteristics for a finline with fairly complicated cross-sectional geometry.
